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Abstract

A generic weight-proportional max–min (WPMM) policy has been proposed for the ATM available bit rate (ABR) service.
This policy generalizes the classical max–min policy by supporting the minimum cell rate (MCR) requirement, the peak cell
rate (PCR) constraint, and a generic weight for each connection. This paper presents a distributed ABR flow control algorithm
for the the WPMM policy and gives a formal proof of the distributed algorithm’s convergence to the WPMM policy under
any network configuration and any set of link distances. Simulation results on various network configurations demonstrate
that the distributed algorithm has a very fast convergence property. ©1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The classical max–minpolicy has been suggested to allocate network bandwidth among ATM ABR
connections [1]. Informally, the max–min policy attempts to maximize the smallest rate among all con-
nections; given the best smallest rate, the next smallest rate is maximized, etc. [3].

There are several drawbacks associated with using the classical max–min policy for ABR service. First
of all, the max–min policy, as it stands, cannot support the MCR/PCR constraints of each connection.
Second, the max–min policy treats each connection with equal priority and thus is not flexible enough
for network providers wishing to introduce differential service options to user connections.

Recently, we proposed a generic weight-based network bandwidth sharing policy, also calledweight-
proportional max–min(WPMM), for ATM ABR service [9]. The WPMM policy generalizes the classical
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max–min by supporting the minimum rate requirement and the peak rate constraint for each connection,
as well as sharing remaining network bandwidth among all connections based on a flexible weight
assignment associated with each connection.2

The main contributions of this paper are the design of an ABR flow control protocol to achieve the
WPMM policy and the proof that the protocol converges to the WPMM policy through distributed
iterations under any network configuration and any set of link distances. More specifically, our ABR
algorithm is motivated by theconsistent markingtechnique by Charny et al. [5], which was designed to
achieve the simple max–min policy. We extend this technique and design a distributed algorithm for our
WPMM policy with the support of a minimum rate requirement, a peak rate constraint, and a weight for
each connection. We present an extension of the proof given in [5] to show that our distributed algorithm
converges to the WPMM policy through distributed and asynchronous iterations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define our generic weight-proportional
max–min (WPMM) policy. In Section 3, we present a distributed protocol to achieve the WPMM policy
and give a formal proof of the protocol’s convergence. Section 4 shows simulation results of our distributed
algorithm under various network configurations. Section 5 concludes this paper and points out future
research directions.

2. A generic weight-proportional rate allocation policy

In our model, a network of switches are interconnected by a set of linksL. A set of connectionsS
traverses one or more links inL and each connection is allocated a specific raters . DenoteSl the set of
connections traversing linkl ∈ L. Then the (aggregate) allocated rateFl on link l ∈ L of the network is
Fl = ∑

s∈Sl
rs .

Let Cl be the capacity of linkl ∈ L. A link l is saturatedor fully utilizedif Fl = Cl. Denote MCRs and
PCRs the minimum rate requirement and the peak rate constraint for each connections ∈ S, respectively.

Definition 1. A rate vectorr = {rs |s ∈ S} is ABR-feasible if the following two constraints are satisfied:
(1) MCRs ≤ rs ≤ PCRs for all s ∈ S; and (2)Fl ≤ Cl for all l ∈ L.

We assume that the sum of all connections’ MCR requirements traversing any link does not exceed the
link’s capacity, i.e.

∑
s∈Sl

MCRs ≤ Cl for everyl ∈ L. This assumption can be enforced by admission
control at call setup time to determine whether or not to accept a new connection.

In our generic weight-proportional max–min policy, we associate each connections ∈ S with a weight
(or priority)ws . 3 Informally, the WPMM policy first allocates to each connection its MCR. Then from the
remaining network capacity, it allocates additional bandwidth for each connection using a proportional
version of the max–min policy based on each individual connection’s weight while satisfying its PCR
constraint. The final bandwidth for each connection is its MCR plus an additional “weighted” max–min
share. Formally, this policy is defined as follows.

Definition 2. A rate vectorr is weight-proportional max–min (WPMM) if it is ABR-feasible, and for
eachs ∈ S and every ABR-feasible rate vectorr̂ in which r̂s > rs , there exists some connectiont ∈ S
such that(rs − MCRs)/ws ≥ (rt − MCRt )/wt andrt > r̂t .

2 The WPMM policy here is different from theproportionally fairpolicy by Kelly [14].
3 We assume a positive weight assignment for each connection.
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Due to minimum rate requirement, peak rate constraint, and weight associated with each connection,
the bottleneck link definition for the classical max–min in [3] cannot be applied to the WPMM policy.
In the following, we define a new notion of WPMM-bottleneck link for our WPMM rate allocation
policy.

Definition 3. Given an ABR-feasible rate vectorr, a link l ∈ L is a WPMM-bottleneck link with respect
to r for a connections traversingl if Fl = Cl and(rs −MCRs)/ws ≥ (rt −MCRt )/wt for all connections
t traversing linkl.

We would like to point out that in the special case when: (1) each connection’s minimum rate re-
quirement is zero; (2) there is no peak rate constraint for each connection; and (3) each connection has
equal weight; then the above WPMM rate allocation policy and the WPMM-bottleneck link definitions
degenerate into those for the classical max–min, respectively.

The following theorem links the relationship between the above WPMM policy and the WPMM-bottleneck
link definitions.

Theorem 1. An ABR-feasible rate vector r is WPMM if and only if each connection has either a
WPMM-bottleneck link with respect to r or a rate assignment equal to its PCR.

A proof of Theorem 1 was given in [9]. It can be shown that there exists a unique rate vector that
satisfies the WPMM rate allocation policy.

The following iterative steps describe how to compute the rate allocation for each connection in any
network such that the WPMM policy is satisfied.

Algorithm 1 (A centralized algorithm).
1. Start the rate allocation of each connection with its MCR.
2. Increase the rate of each connection with an increment proportional to its weight until either some

link becomes saturated or some connection reaches its PCR, whichever comes first.
3. Remove those connections that either traverse saturated links or have reached their PCRs and the

capacity associated with such connections from the network.
4. If there is no connection left, the algorithm terminates; otherwise, go back to step 2 for the remaining

connections and remaining network capacity.

A correctness proof that Algorithm 1 achieves the WPMM rate allocation was given in [9]. We use
the following simple example to illustrate how Algorithm 1 allocates network bandwidth to achieve the
WPMM policy.

Example 1(Peer-to-peer configuration). In this network (Fig. 1), the output port link of SW1 (Link 12)
is the only potential WPMM-bottleneck link for the three connections. Assume that all links are of unit

Fig. 1. The peer-to-peer network configuration.
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Table 1
MCR requirement, PCR constraint, weight, and WPMM rate allocation for each connection in the peer-to-peer network

Connection MCR PCR Weight WPMM rate allocation

VC1 0.15 1.00 3 0.525
VC2 0.10 0.30 2 0.300
VC3 0.05 0.50 1 0.175

capacity. The MCR requirement, PCR constraint, and weight of each connection are listed in Table 1, as
well as the WPMM rate allocation for each connection.

We would like to point out that our WPMM policy provides an attractive pricing strategy for network
service providers. In particular, each connection may be charged a premium rate corresponding to the
guaranteed bandwidth (i.e. MCR). Beyond this rate, each connection may be billed an additional tariff
for the weight (or priority) to share any additional unguaranteed (or available) network capacity.

The centralized algorithm for the WPMM rate allocation requires global information. The main contri-
butions of this paper are the design and the convergence proof of a distributed ABR flow control algorithm
for the WPMM policy, which are presented in the following sections.

3. A distributed ABR flow control algorithm for WPMM

3.1. Previous work

There have been extensive prior efforts on the design of distributed algorithms to achieve the classical
max–min policy. In essence, all these schemes maintain some link controls at the switch level and convey
some information about these controls to the source by means of feedback. Upon the receipt of the
feedback signal, the source adjusts its estimate of the allowed transmission rate according to some rule.
These algorithms essentially differ in the particular choices of link controls and the type of feedback
provided to the sources by the network.

The work by Hayden [7], Jaffe [10], and Gafni [6] described distributed algorithms of this type.
However, these algorithms required synchronization of all nodes during each iteration, which is difficult
to achieve in practice.

The work of Mosely [15] was the first on distributed algorithm using asynchronous iterations. Unfortu-
nately, this algorithm’s convergence time was rather slow and simulation results showed poor adaptation
to any change in the network.

Ramakrishnan et al. [16] proposed to use a single bit to indicate congestion with the aim of achieving
max–min rate allocation. Due to the binary nature of the algorithm, the source’s rate exhibited oscillations.

Recent research activities on ABR at the ATM Forum have brought many renewed efforts on the design
of distributed algorithms to achieve the classical max–min policy. These algorithms either used heuristics
[12,13,17–19] or a theoretical approach [5] and had different performance behaviors and implementation
complexities. In particular, theconsistent markingtechnique by Charny et al. [5] was one of the few
algorithms that were proven to converge to the max–min.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) We extend the Consistent Marking technique to design
a distributed algorithm for our WPMM policy; and (2) We present a formal proof of our distributed
algorithm’s convergence to the WPMM policy, which is a generalization of the proof given in [5].
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Fig. 2. ABR flow control mechanism.

Our distributed protocol uses the ABR flow control mechanism (Fig. 2), where special control packets
called resource management (RM) cells are employed for end-to-end flow control and to convey conges-
tion information from the network to the source. Our work is to design an algorithm at each switch which
performs rate calculation for each connection such that our WPMM rate allocation can be achieved
globally through distributed iterations. We present our distributed ABR algorithm in Section 3.2 and
provide a convergence proof in Section 3.3.

3.2. A distributed protocol

We first specify the source and destination behaviors for each connection [2]. The following are the
parameters at a source or in the RM cell.

ACR: Allowed cell rate of a source.
ICR: Initial cell rate of a source.
CCR: Current cell rate field in an RM cell.
ER: Explicit rate field in an RM cell.

Algorithm 2 (End system behaviors).
• Source behavior

◦ The source starts with ACR := ICR, with ICR≥ MCR;
◦ For everyNrm transmitted data cells, the source sends a forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, W) cell with

CCR := ACR; MCR := MCR; ER := PCR; W := W;
◦ Upon the receipt of a backward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, W) cell from the destination, the ACR at the

source is adjusted to: ACR := ER.
• Destination behavior

◦ The destination end system of a connection simply returns every RM cell back towards the source
upon receiving it.

For the design of our switch algorithm, we employ per flow accounting at each output port of a switch.
That is, we maintain a table at each output port of a switch to keep track of the state information of each
traversing connection. Based on the state information of each connection, we calculate the explicit rate
for each connection.

The following are the link parameters and variables used by our switch algorithm:

nl: Number of connections inSl , l ∈ L, i.e.nl = |Sl|.
ri
l : CCR value of connectioni ∈ Sl at link l.
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bi
l : Bit used to mark connectioni ∈ Sl at link l,

bi
l =

{
1 if connectioni ∈ Sl ismarked at link l,

0 if connectioni ∈ Sl isunmarked at link l.

Ml: Set of connections marked at linkl, i.e.Ml = {i|i ∈ Sl andbi
l = 1}.

Ul: Set of connections unmarked at linkl, i.e.Ul = {i|i ∈ Sl andbi
l = 0}, andMl ∪ Ul = Sl.

ϕl: A variable at linkl used to estimate the weight-normalized WPMM bottleneck-link rate. It is
calculated by the following algorithm, which is an extension of the one given in [5].

Algorithm 3 (Calculation ofϕl).

ϕl :=



∞ if nl = 0;4

(Cl −∑
i∈Sl

r i
l )/
∑

i∈Sl
wi + maxi∈Sl

((ri
l − MCRi)/wi) if nl = |Ml|;

((Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi) −∑
i∈Ml

(ri
l − MCRi))/

∑
i∈Ul

wi otherwise.

We give some intuitions on Algorithm 3 for the special case when both MCRi = 0 andwi = 1 for all
i ∈ S, i.e. the max–min case. In this special case, the last expression becomesϕl := (Cl −

∑
i∈Ml

r i
l )/|Ul|

when not all connections are marked, i.e. during transient iteration process. This is precisely the expression
commonly used to calculate max–min rate allocation. The second expression forϕl shows what happens
when all connections are marked, which would be the case when the distributed algorithm converges. In
this case,Cl = ∑

i∈Sl
r i
l at a saturated link where all connections are marked and the second expression

simply becomesϕl := maxi∈Sl
r i
l , i.e. the max–min bottleneck link. This simple max–min case forϕl was

done in [5]. Our construction ofϕl calculation in Algorithm 3 extends that in [5] by taking into account
of the weight and MCR of each connection.

We point out that theϕl calculation for WPMM rate allocation may not be unique. But the specificϕl

calculation which we constructed in Algorithm 3 is provable to converge to the WPMM rate allocation
(Section 3.3) when used in conjunction with our switch algorithm (Algorithm 4) below.

The following algorithm specifies the behavior at each output port of a switch. Initially: for each
l ∈ L,Sl := ∅; nl := 0; ϕl := ∞.

Algorithm 4 (Switch behavior).
Upon the receipt of a forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, W) cell from the source of connectioni {

if RM cell signals connection termination{
Sl := Sl − {i}; nl := nl − 1;
tableupdate();
}

if RM cell signals a new connection initiation{
Sl := Sl ∪ {i}; nl := nl + 1;
ri
l := CCR; MCRi := MCR; wi := W; bi

l := 0;
tableupdate();
}

else/∗ i.e. RM cell belongs to an ongoing active connection.∗/ {
ri
l := CCR;

if ((ri
l − MCRi)/wi ≤ ϕl) thenbi

l := 1;

4 In fact,ϕl can be set to any value whennl = 0.
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tableupdate();
}

Forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, W) towards its destination;
}
Upon the receipt of a backward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, W) cell from the destination of connectioni {

ER:= max{min{ER, (ϕl · wi + MCRi)}, MCRi};
Forward RM(CCR, MCR, ER, W) towards its source;

}
tableupdate()
{

ratecalculation1: use Algorithm 3 to calculateϕ1
l ;

Unmark (i.e. setbi
l = 0) any connectioni ∈Ml at link l with (ri

l − MCRi)/wi > ϕ1
l ;

/∗ Updateϕl after the above unmarking operation.∗/
ratecalculation2: use Algorithm 3 to calculateϕl;
if (ϕl < ϕ1

l ), then{
Unmark any connectioni ∈Ml at link l with (ri

l − MCRi)/wi > ϕl;
ratecalculation3: use Algorithm 3 to calculateϕl again;
} 5

}
We observe that by the operations of Algorithms 2 and 4, we have the following fact for the ACR

parameter at the source and the CCR field in the RM cell.

Fact 1. For every connections ∈ S, the ACR at the source and the CCR field in the RM cell are
ABR-feasible, i.e. MCRs ≤ ACRs ≤ PCRs and MCRs ≤ CCRs ≤ PCRs .

The space and time complexity of our distributed algorithm is as follows. Since we employ per flow
accounting, the memory storage requirement at each output port link is O(|S|), where|S| is the number of
connections in the network. It is easy to see that the computational complexity of the distributed algorithm
is also O(|S|).

In the following, we give a proof that rate calculated by the above distributed algorithm converges to
the WPMM policy through distributed and asynchronous iterations. The objective of our proof is to give
a theoretical guarantee that our distributed algorithm converges to the WPMM policy underanynetwork
configuration andanyset of link distances. Our proof extends the work by Charny et al. [5], which was
done for a simpler algorithm for the max–min case.

3.3. Convergence proof

The convergence proof of our algorithm is based on a sequence of lemmas. The key concept in the
proof is the notion ofmarking-consistent, which we define as follows.

5 Both ϕ1
l and ϕl follow the sameϕl calculation in Algorithm 3. For the classical max–min policy,ϕl calculated by

ratecalculation2 is always greater than or equal toϕ1
l and ratecalculation3 is not needed [5]. But for our WPMM pol-

icy, ϕl calculated by ratecalculation2 may be less thanϕ1
l and therefore, another around of unmarking and ratecalculation3

is necessary (see the proof of Lemma 1 for such a unique case). This is an extension of the consistent marking technique in [5].
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Definition 4. Let Ml be the set of marked connections at linkl ∈ L. We say that the marking of
connections at linkl ∈ L is in the state of marking-consistent if

ri
l − MCRi

wi

≤ ϕl

for every connectioni ∈Ml.

The following key lemma shows the table marking property at a link after the switch algorithm is
performed for a traversing RM cell.

Lemma 1 (Fundamental lemma).After the switch algorithm is performed for an RM cell traversing a
link, the marking of connections at this link is marking-consistent.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let Ml andUl be the set of marked and unmarked connections at linkl just
before ratecalculation1 is performed, respectively;ϕ1

l be the result by ratecalculation1 in function
tableupdate();Zl ⊆Ml be the set of connections with(ri

l − MCRi)/wi > ϕ1
l , i ∈ Zl and therefore, are

unmarked by the unmarking operation after ratecalculation1 in function tableupdate();ϕl be the result
by ratecalculation2 in function tableupdate().

Case 1.If not all connections inSl are marked before ratecalculation1, i.e.Ml 6= Sl, we have

ϕ1
l = (Cl −∑

i∈Sl
MCRi) −∑

i∈Ml
(ri

l − MCRi)∑
i∈Ul

wi

. (1)

After the unmarking operation,ϕl calculated by ratecalculation2 is

ϕl =
(Cl −∑

i∈Sl
MCRi) −∑

i∈(Ml−Zl )
(ri

l − MCRi)∑
i∈(Ul∪Zl )

wi

= (Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi) −∑
i∈Ml

(ri
l − MCRi) +∑

i∈Zl
(ri

l − MCRi)∑
i∈Ul

wi +∑
i∈Zl

wi

≥ (Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi) −∑
i∈Ml

(ri
l − MCRi) + ϕ1

l ·∑i∈Zl
wi∑

i∈Ul
wi +∑

i∈Zl
wi

= ϕ1
l .

The last equality holds because of Eq. (1). Therefore,ϕl calculated by ratecalculation2 is greater than or
equal toϕ1

l by ratecalculation1. Since(ri
l −MCRi)/wi ≤ ϕ1

l for i ∈ (Ml−Zl), andϕ1
l ≤ ϕl, the marking

of these connections continues to satisfy marking-consistent after ratecalculation2 is performed.
Case 2.If all connections inSl are marked before ratecalculation1, i.e.Ml = Sl, we have two

scenarios. Let the RM cell for which the switch algorithm is performed belong to connections ∈ S.
Subcase A. If connections was not marked before the RM cell’s arrival at linkl and is marked because

of this RM cell’s arrival with

rs
l − MCRs

ws

≤ ϕl = (Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi) −∑
i∈Sl ,i 6=s(r

i
l − MCRi)

ws

.

After markingbs
l = 1, we have

Cl −
∑
i∈Sl

r i
l ≥ 0. (2)
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During ratecalculation1:

ϕ1
l = Cl −∑

i∈Sl
r i
l∑

i∈Sl
wi

+ max
i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

.

With (2), we have

ϕ1
l ≥ max

i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

≥ r
p

l − MCRp

wp

for every connectionp ∈ Sl .

So all connections inSl will remain marked after the unmarking operation. Therefore,ϕl calculated by
ratecalculation2 will be the same asϕ1

l and the marking of all connections is marking-consistent.
Subcase B. If connections was already marked before this RM cell arriving at linkl, the arrival of this

RM cell will not change the advertised rate value if the CCR in this RM cell is the same asrs
l in the current

VC table. On the other hand, if the new CCR is different from the recorded CCR for this connection in
the VC table,rs

l will be updated with this new CCR value. During ratecalculation1:

ϕ1
l = Cl −∑

i∈Sl
r i
l∑

i∈Sl
wi

+ max
i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

. (3)

Again, letZl ⊆Ml denote the set of connections with(ri
l − MCRi)/wi > ϕ1

l , i ∈ Zl and therefore, are
unmarked by the unmarking operation after ratecalculation1 in function tableupdate().

If Zl = ∅, i.e. no connection is unmarked, thenϕl calculated by ratecalculation2 will be the same as
ϕ1

l and all connections will remain marking-consistent.
If Zl 6= ∅, then the set of connections inZl will be unmarked since

ri
l − MCRi

wi

> ϕ1
l , i ∈ Zl .

During ratecalculation2, we have

ϕl =
(Cl −∑

i∈Sl
MCRi) −∑

i∈(Sl−Zl )
(ri

l − MCRi)∑
i∈Zl

wi

= 1∑
i∈Zl

wi




ϕ1

l ·
∑
i∈Sl

wi − max
i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

·
∑
i∈Sl

wi +
∑
i∈Sl

r i
l −

∑
i∈Sl

MCRi




−
∑

i∈(Sl−Zl )

(ri
l − MCRi)


 = 1∑

i∈Zl
wi


ϕ1

l ·
∑
i∈Sl

wi − max
i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

·
∑
i∈Sl

wi

+
∑
i∈Sl

(ri
l − MCRi) −


∑

i∈Sl

(ri
l − MCRi) −

∑
i∈Zl

(ri
l − MCRi)






= 1∑
i∈Zl

wi


ϕ1

l ·
∑
i∈Sl

wi − max
i∈Sl

(ri
l − MCRi)

wi

·
∑
i∈Sl

wi +
∑
i∈Zl

(ri
l − MCRi)


 .
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The second equality above follows from Eq. (3). Now let connectionp ∈ Sl be the connection with
(r

p

l − MCRp)/wp = maxi∈Sl
((ri

l − MCRi)/wi). Then connectionp must be in the set ofZl sinceZl

contains connections with(ri
l − MCRi)/wi > ϕ1

l , i ∈ Zl and connectionp has the largest value of
(r

p

l − MCRp)/wp among all connections. Therefore,

ϕl = 1∑
i∈Zl

wi


ϕ1

l ·

∑

i∈Zl

wi +
∑

i∈(Sl−Zl )

wi




−r
p

l − MCRp

wp

·

∑

i∈Zl

wi +
∑

i∈(Sl−Zl )

wi


+

∑
i∈Zl

(ri
l − MCRi)




= 1∑
i∈Zl

wi


ϕ1

l ·
∑
i∈Zl

wi +
(

ϕ1
l − r

p

l − MCRp

wp

)
·

∑
i∈(Sl−Zl )

wi

+
∑
i∈Zl

[
(ri

l − MCRi) − r
p

l − MCRp

wp

· wi

]


= ϕ1
l + 1∑

i∈Zl
wi



(

ϕ1
l − r

p

l − MCRp

wp

)
·

∑
i∈(Sl−Zl )

wi

+
∑
i∈Zl

[(
ri
l − MCRi

wi

− r
p

l − MCRp

wp

)
· wi

]
 < ϕ1

l .

The last inequality holds sinceϕ1
l < (r

p

l − MCRp)/wp and(ri
l − MCRi)/wi ≤ (r

p

l − MCRp)/wp for
i ∈ Zl. This is the only situation whereϕl calculated by ratecalculation2 is less thanϕ1

l . We move on to
perform another round of unmarking andϕl calculation (ratecalculation3). It is clear that the combined
steps of ratecalculation2, unmarking, and ratecalculation3 here are equivalent to Case 1. Thus,ϕl

calculated by ratecalculation3 is greater than or equal toϕl calculated by ratecalculation2 and the
marking of connections is marking-consistent upon the termination of function tableupdate(). �

Lemma 1 is a fundamental lemma in our convergence proof and will be used by subsequent lemmas.
The following lemma gives a lower bound forϕl at link l, l ∈ L.

Lemma 2. There exists some timet0 such that fort ≥ t0:

ϕl ≥ Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi∑
i∈Sl

wi

for everyl ∈ L.

For a proof of Lemma 2, see Appendix A.
In the special case when both MCRi = 0 andwi = 1 for all i ∈ S, i.e. the simple max–min case,

Lemma 2 says thatϕl is greater than or equal toCl/nl at link l ∈ L.
Let K be the total number of iterations needed to execute the centralized algorithm for the WPMM

policy (Algorithm 1). As we have shown in the correctness proof of Algorithm 1,K ≤ |S|, where|S| is the
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total number of connections in the network. LetSi , 1 ≤ i ≤ K be the set of connections being removed
at the end of theith iteration, i.e. connections inSi have either reached their WPMM-bottleneck link rate
or their PCRs during theith iteration of Algorithm 1. LetLi , 1 ≤ i ≤ K be the set of links traversed by
connections ins ∈ Si . Note thatS1,S2, . . . ,SK are mutually exclusive and the sum ofS1,S2, . . . ,SK

is S whileL1,L2, . . . ,LK may be mutually inclusive. That is, there may be links belonging to bothLi

andLi+1. 6

Let σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K be defined as follows:

σi = rs − MCRs

ws

for everys ∈ Si , 1 ≤ i ≤ K,

where rs is the final WPMM rate allocation for connections by Algorithm 1. By the operation of
Algorithm 1, for a connectionp ∈ S which has not yet gone through a saturated link or reached its
PCR, its(rp − MCRp)/wp increases at each iteration. Therefore, we have the following property for
σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K:

σ1 < σ2 < · · · < σK.

The following lemma states the inequality betweenϕl andσ1 on every linkl ∈ L in the network.

Lemma 3. Let t0 be defined as in Lemma2.
1. If σ1 = (Cl − ∑

i∈Sl
MCRi)/

∑
i∈Sl

wi ≤ (PCRs − MCRs)/ws for s ∈ S1, i.e. connectionss ∈ S1

reach the WPMM-bottleneck link rate before their PCRs in the centralized algorithm, then for any
t > t0, ϕl ≥ σ1 for everyl ∈ L1 andϕl > σ1 for everyl ∈ (L− L1).

2. If σ1 = (PCRs − MCRs)/ws < (Cl − ∑
i∈Sl

MCRi)/
∑

i∈Sl
wi for s ∈ S1, i.e. connectionss ∈ S1

reach their PCRs before the WPMM-bottleneck link rate in the centralized algorithm, then for any
t > t0, ϕl > σ1 for everyl ∈ L.

The proof of Lemma 3 is given in Appendix B.
The following lemma shows that the rate allocation for connections ∈ S1 will eventually converge to

the WPMM rate with its bit marked permanently on every link along its traversing path.

Lemma 4 (Base case).There exists aT1 ≥ 0 such that:
1. If σ1 = (Cl − ∑

i∈Sl
MCRi)/

∑
i∈Sl

wi < (PCRs − MCRs)/ws for s ∈ S1, i.e. connectionss ∈ S1

reach the WPMM-bottleneck link rate before their PCRs in the centralized algorithm, then fort ≥ T1,
the following statements hold for the distributed algorithm:
1.1. ϕl = σ1 for every linkl ∈ L1.
1.2. The ER field of every returning RM cell of connectioni ∈ S1 satisfiesER = σ1 · wi + MCRi .
1.3. The ACR at source of every connectioni ∈ S1 satisfiesACR = σ1 · wi + MCRi .
1.4. bi

l = 1, ri
l = σ1 ·wi +MCRi for every connectioni ∈ S1 and every linkl traversed by connection

i ∈ S1.
1.5. The ER field of every returning RM cell of connectionj ∈ (S−S1) satisfiesER > σ1·wj +MCRj .
1.6. The ACR at source of every connectionj ∈ (S − S1) satisfiesACR > σ1 · wj + MCRj .
1.7. The recorded CCR of connectionj ∈ (S − S1) satisfiesrj

l > σ1 · wj + MCRj at every linkl
traversed by connectionj .

6 This happens when connections inSi reaching their PCRs before saturating linkl ∈ Li and link l ∈ Li becomes part ofLj ,
j > i.
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2. If σ1 = (PCRs − MCRs)/ws ≤ (Cl − ∑
i∈Sl

MCRi)/
∑

i∈Sl
wi for s ∈ S1, i.e. connectionss ∈ S1

reach their PCRs before the WPMM-bottleneck link rate in the centralized algorithm, then fort ≥ T1,
the following statements hold for the distributed algorithm:
2.1. ϕl > σ1 for every linkl ∈ L1.
2.2. The ER field of every returning RM cell of connectioni ∈ S1 satisfiesER = PCRi .
2.3. The ACR at source of every connectioni ∈ S1 satisfiesACR = PCRi .
2.4. bi

l = 1, ri
l = PCRi for every connectioni ∈ S1 and every linkl traversed by connectioni ∈ S1.

2.5. 2.7.Same as statements1.5–1.7,respectively.

The proof of Lemma 4 is given in Appendix C. Note that Lemma 4 states that not only connections
p ∈ S1 have reached their WPMM rates (σ1 · wp + MCRp in case 1 or PCRp in case 2), but that their
rates will never change and such connection will remain marked at every link along its path.

The result of Lemma 4 will now be used as the base case for induction on the indexi of Si .

Lemma 5 (Induction). Suppose for some1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1, there exists aTi ≥ 0 such that:
1. If σj < (PCRs−MCRs)/ws for s ∈ Sj , 1 ≤ j ≤ i, i.e. connectionss ∈ Sj reach the WPMM-bottleneck

link rate before their PCRs in the centralized algorithm, then and fort ≥ Ti , the following statements
hold in the distributed algorithm:
1.1. ϕl = σj for every linkl ∈ Lj .
1.2. The ER field of every returning RM cell of connectionp ∈ Sj satisfiesER = σj · wp + MCRp.
1.3. The ACR at source of every connectionp ∈ Sj satisfiesACR = σj · wp + MCRp.
1.4. b

p

l = 1, r
p

l = σj · wp + MCRp for every connectionp ∈ Sj and every linkl traversed by
connectionp ∈ Sj .

1.5. The ER field of every returning RM cell of connectionp ∈ (S − (S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Si)) satisfies
ER > σi · wp + MCRp.

1.6. The ACR at source of every connectionp ∈ (S−(S1∪· · ·∪Si)) satisfiesACR > σi ·wp+MCRp.
1.7. The recorded CCR of connectionp ∈ (S − (S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Si)) satisfiesrp

l > σi · wp + MCRp at
every linkl traversed by connectionp.

2. If σj = (PCRs − MCRs)/ws for s ∈ Sj , 1 ≤ j ≤ i, i.e. connectionss ∈ Sj reach their PCRs before
the WPMM-bottleneck link rate in the centralized algorithm, then fort ≥ Ti , the following statements
hold:
2.1. ϕl > σj for every linkl ∈ Lj .
2.2. The ER field of every returning RM cell of connectionp ∈ Sj satisfiesER = PCRp.
2.3. The ACR at source of every connectionp ∈ Sj satisfiesACR = PCRp.
2.4. b

p

l = 1, r
p

l = PCRp for every connectionp ∈ Sj and every linkl traversed by connection
p ∈ Sj .

2.5. 2.7Same as statements1.5–1.7,respectively.
Then there exists aTi+1 ≥ 0 such that fort ≥ Ti+1, all statements in1 and2 hold for i + 1.

For a proof of Lemma 5, see Appendix D.
It should be clear by now that in the distributed algorithm, the convergence/marking of higher level

WPMM-bottleneck link rates/connections depend on the convergence/marking of lower level WPMM-
bottleneck link rates, which is similar to the case of rate calculation in the centralized algorithm.

The following theorem is the main result of this section.

Theorem 2 (Convergence theorem).After the number of active connections in the network stabilizes,
the rate allocation for each connection by the distributed protocol converges to the WPMM policy.
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Proof of Theorem 2. This theorem follows from Lemmas 4 and 5. �
We reiterate that our distributed algorithm allows the initiation of a new connection and the termination

of an existing connection. Also, the ACR value of each connection is always guaranteed between its MCR
and PCR. The point is that our distributed algorithm is always in the state of distributed iterations and
once the set of connections in the network remain stable for a period of time, the rate allocation computed
by our distributed protocol is able to converge to the WPMM policy.

Corollary 1. Let K be the total number of iterations needed to execute the centralized algorithm for
WPMM policy (Algorithm1) and denoteD the maximum round-trip time among all connections. Then
an upper bound on the convergence time to the WPMM policy by our distributed algorithm from the time
when the number of active connections in the network stabilizes is given by2.5K D.

This corollary follows from the proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5. It is worthwhile to point out that this upper
bound for the convergence time is a loose one. In practice, the actual convergence time of our distributed
algorithm is expected to be much faster since: (1) ThemaximumRTT (D) amongall connections is used
as the worst case upper bound for each individual connection; and (2) since the ER setting in our switch
algorithm (Algorithm 4) is performed on backward RM cells (rather than forward RM cells), the effective
control loop for a connection is, therefore, between the source and the particular switch, rather than the
full source–destination round trip used in Corollary 1.

4. Simulation results

Our work in Section 3.3 gives a proof that our distributed ABR flow control algorithm in Section
3.2 converges to the WPMM policy through distributed and asynchronous iterations. This gives us a
theoretical guarantee that our distributed algorithm converges to the WPMM rate allocation underany
network configuration andanyset of link distances. In this section, we implement our switch algorithm
on our network simulator [8] and perform simulations on various network configurations. The purpose
of this section is to demonstrate the fast convergence property of our distributed algorithm.

The network configurations that we use are the peer-to-peer configuration (Fig. 1), theparking lot(Fig.
4), and thegeneric fairness(Fig. 6) configurations.

The ATM switches in all the simulations are assumed to have output port buffering with internal
switching capacity equal to the aggregate rates of its input ports. Each output port buffer of a switch
employs the simple FIFO queuing discipline and is shared by all connections going through that port.
We set the link capacity to be 150 Mbps. For stability, we set the target link utilization to be 0.95. That
is, we setCl = 0.95× 150 Mbps= 142.5 Mbps at every linkl ∈ L for the ER calculation. By setting
a target link utilization strictly less than 1, we ensure that the potential buffer build up during transient
period will be emptied (or drained) upon convergence. The cell transfer delay within a switch is assumed
to be 4ms (not including queueing delay at an output port).

The distance from an end system (source or destination) to the switch is 1 km and the link distance be-
tween the switches is 1000 km (corresponding to a wide area network) and we assume that the propagation
delay is 5ms/km.

At each source, we set ICR to the MCR of the connection (or any small rate when MCR is zero) and
Nrm to 32.
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Fig. 3. The cell rates of all connections for the peer-to-peer network.

Fig. 4. A parking lot network.

4.1. Peer-to-peer network

For this network (Fig. 1), the output port link of SW1 is the only potential WPMM-bottleneck link
for all connections. Under a normalized unit link capacity, the minimum rate requirement, peak rate
constraint, weight, and WPMM rate allocation of each connection are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 3 shows the ACR at source for connections VC1, VC2, and VC3, respectively. The cell rates shown
in the figure are normalized with respect to the capacityCl (142.5 Mbps) for easy comparison with those
values obtained with our centralized algorithm under unit link capacity in Table 1. Each connection starts
with its MCR. The first RM cell for each connection returns to the source after one round trip time (RTT),
or 10 ms. After initial iterations, we see that the cell rate of each connection converges to its WPMM rate
listed in Table 1.

During the course of distributed iterations, the ACR of each connection in Fig. 3 maintains ABR-
feasibility, i.e. MCR≤ ACR ≤ PCR.

Also shown in Fig. 3 is that the convergence time of our ABR algorithm is much faster than the upper
bound given in Corollary 1. Here the RTT is 10 ms and it takes less than 15 ms for our distributed
algorithm to converge.

4.2. Parking lot network configuration

The specific parking lot network that we use is shown in Fig. 4 [11], where connections VC1 and VC2
start from the first switch and go to the last switch, and connections VC3 and VC4 start from SW2 and
SW3, respectively, and terminate at the last switch.
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Table 2
MCR requirement, PCR constraint, weight, and WPMM rate allocation for each connection in the parking lot network

Connection MCR PCR Weight WPMM rate allocation

VC1 0.15 0.35 4 0.2543
VC2 0.10 0.20 2 0.1522
VC3 0.10 0.50 8 0.3087
VC4 0.05 0.50 9 0.2848

Fig. 5. The cell rates of all connections for the parking lot network.

Fig. 6. The generic fairness network configuration.

Table 2 lists the MCR requirement, PCR constraint, weight, and WPMM rate allocation (obtained
through the centralized algorithm) for each connection in the parking lot network under unit link capacity.

Fig. 5 shows the normalized ACR of each connection under our distributed algorithm. We find that
the ACR of each connection converges to its WPMM rate listed in Table 2. Here the maximum RTT (D)
among all connections is 30 ms (VC1 and VC2) and it takes our distributed algorithm less than 2D to
converge to the final WPMM rates.

4.3. Generic fairness network configuration

The specific generic fairness configuration that we use is shown in Fig. 6 where there are five switches
interconnected in a chain with six paths traversing these switches and sharing link capacity [4].
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Table 3
MCR requirement, PCR constraint, weight, and WPMM rate allocation for each connection in the generic fairness network

Connection MCR PCR Weight WPMM rate allocation

VC1 0.10 1.00 4.5 0.3077
VC2 0.20 1.00 4.0 0.3846
VC3 0.20 0.60 2.0 0.6000
VC4 0.05 0.55 2.5 0.3077
VC5 0.05 0.85 4.0 0.6154
VC6 0.10 1.00 4.5 0.3077

Fig. 7. The cell rates of all connections for the generic fairness network.

Table 3 lists the MCR requirement, PCR constraint, weight, and WPMM rate allocation (obtained from
the centralized algorithm) for each connection under unit link capacity.

Fig. 7 shows the normalized ACR of each connection under our distributed algorithm. Again, the rate
of each connection converges to its WPMM rate listed in Table 3. Here the maximum RTT (D) among all
connections is 30 ms (VC1 and VC2) and it takes less than 4D for our distributed algorithm to converge.

In summary, based on the simulation results in this section, we have demonstrated that our distributed
algorithm converges to the WPMM policy with fast convergence time.

5. Concluding remarks

The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows. We designed a distributed algorithm using
the ABR flow control protocol to achieve the WPMM policy. Our switch algorithm is an extension of
previous work in [5] (for the simple classical max–min policy) by integrating a connection’s weight into
rate calculation and proper handling of each connection’s MCR and PCR constraints. We provided a
formal proof that our distributed algorithm converges to the WPMM under any network configuration
and any set of link distances through distributed and asynchronous iterations. Our proof generalizes the
proof in [5] for the simple classical max–min policy. Simulation results demonstrated the fast convergence
property of our distributed algorithm.

We stress that even though our distributed algorithm employs ABR mechanism (and thus can be
applied to ATM ABR service), the underlying framework of this paper (network bandwidth sharing policy
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and its distributed implementation) is fundamental, and, therefore, can be applied to any flow-oriented
packet-switched networks.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 2

Let time t0 be the time immediately after the switch algorithm is performed for an RM cell at link
l. LetMl andUl denote the set of marked and unmarked connections at linkl. By Lemma 1, the
marking of connections at linkl is marking-consistent. That is, any marked connectioni at link l satisfies
(ri

l − MCRi)/wi ≤ ϕl, i ∈Ml.
Case A.1.If some connections inSl are not marked, i.e.Ml 6= Sl:

ϕl = (Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi) −∑
i∈Ml

(ri
l − MCRi)∑

i∈Ul
wi

≥ (Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi) −∑
i∈Ml

(ϕl · wi)∑
i∈Ul

wi

.

Then, we have,

ϕl ·

∑

i∈Ul

wi +
∑
i∈Ml

wi


 ≥ Cl −

∑
i∈Sl

MCRi

or

ϕl ·
∑
i∈Sl

wi ≥ Cl −
∑
i∈Sl

MCRi .

Hence,

ϕl ≥ Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi∑
i∈Sl

wi

.

Case A.2.If all connections inSl are marked, i.e.Ml = Sl, we have

ϕl = Cl −∑
i∈Sl

r i
l∑

i∈Sl
wi

+ max
p∈Sl

r
p

l − MCRp

wp

.

To show that

ϕl = Cl −∑
i∈Sl

r i
l∑

i∈Sl
wi

+ max
p∈Sl

r
p

l − MCRp

wp

≥ Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi∑
i∈Sl

wi
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is equivalent to showing that

Cl −
∑
i∈Sl

r i
l + max

p∈Sl

r
p

l − MCRp

wp

·
∑
i∈Sl

wi ≥ Cl −
∑
i∈Sl

MCRi ,

which is equivalent to showing that

∑
i∈Sl

[(
max
p∈Sl

r
p

l − MCRp

wp

− ri
l − MCRi

wi

)
· wi

]
≥ 0,

which trivially holds since maxp∈Sl
(r

p

l − MCRp)/wp ≥ (ri
l − MCRi)/wi for everyi ∈ Sl.

Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 3

1. In this case, first consider linkl ∈ L1. Since(Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi)/
∑

i∈Sl
wi = σ1 for l ∈ L1, and by

Lemma 2,ϕl ≥ (Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi)/
∑

i∈Sl
wi , we haveϕl ≥ σ1 for everyl ∈ L1.

Now consider linkl ∈ (L − L1), since(Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi)/
∑

i∈Sl
wi > σ1 for l ∈ (L − L1), we

haveϕl > σ1 for everyl ∈ (L− L1).
2. In this case, since(Cl−

∑
i∈Sl

MCRi)/
∑

i∈Sl
wi > σ1 and by Lemma 2,ϕl ≥ (Cl−

∑
i∈Sl

MCRi)/
∑

i∈Sl

wi for everyl ∈ L, we haveϕl > σ1 for everyl ∈ L.

Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 4

1. In this case, by Lemma 3(1), there exists at1 ≥ 0 such that fort ≥ t1,

ϕl ≥ σ1 for everyl ∈ L1, (C.1)

ϕl > σ1 for everyl ∈ (L− L1). (C.2)

We will show that there exists a timet2, such that fort ≥ t2, the following statements hold:

The ER field of every returning RM cell of connectioni ∈ S1

satisfies ER≥ σ1 · wi + MCRi . (C.3)

The recorded CCR satisfiesri
l ≥ σ1 · wi + MCRi

at every linkl traversed by connectioni ∈ S1. (C.4)

To see that (C.3) and (C.4) hold, consider that the first RM cell of connectioni ∈ S1 leaves the source
after timet1. When this RM cell returns to the source at some timetRT T

1 ≥ t1, the ER field is set to

ER := max{min{PCRi , min
l traversed byi

(ϕl · wi + MCRi)}, MCRi} (C.5)

Since (1)(PCRi − MCRi)/wi ≥ σ1 for i ∈ S1, i.e. PCRi ≥ σ1 · wi + MCRi ; and (2)ϕl ≥ σ1 for every
l ∈ L1, we have that fort ≥ tRT T

1

ER ≥ σ1 · wi + MCRi for i ∈ S1.
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Note that any feedback RM cell arriving at the source after timetRT T
1 corresponds to a forward RM

cell which left the source after timet1. Apply the above arguments toany such returning RM cell of
connectioni ∈ S1 and note that (C.1) holds fort ≥ t1, we have that (C.3) is true fort ≥ tRT T

1 .
At time tRT T

1 , the ACR at the source is set to ER and ACR(tRT T
1 ) ≥ σ1 ·wi + MCRi . Since (C.3) holds

for t ≥ tRT T
1 , we have that the ACR at source of connectioni ∈ S1 satisfies ACR(t) ≥ σ1 · wi + MCRi

for t ≥ tRT T
1 .

Let t1.5RT T
1 denote the time when an RM cell arrives at its destination after it leaves the source af-

ter time tRT T
1 . The recorded rate of connectioni ∈ S1 at every link on its way is set aftert1.5RT T

1 .
It has already been shown that every RM cell of connectioni ∈ S1 leaving the source has its CCR
rate set to ACR, which is greater than or equal toσ1 · wi + MCRi for any time t ≥ tRT T

1 . Hence
the recorded rateri

l satisfies (C.4) fort ≥ t1.5RT T
1 . Let t2 = t1.5RT T

1 and we have proved (C.3) and
(C.4).

To prove statement 1.1 of Lemma 4, consider any linkl ∈ L1. Note that in this case only connections
fromS1 traverse links ofL1. LetMl andUl be the set of marked and unmarked connections, respectively.
Then:

Case C.1.If not all connections are marked, then

ϕl = (Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi) −∑
i∈Ml

(ri
l − MCRi)∑

i∈Ul
wi

.

Since(Cl −∑
i∈Sl

MCRi)/
∑

i∈Sl
wi = σ1 for l ∈ L1, we have

ϕl =
σ1 ·∑i∈Sl

wi −∑
i∈Ml

(ri
l − MCRi)∑

i∈Ul
wi

= σ1 · (∑i∈Ul
wi +∑

i∈Ml
wi

)−∑
i∈Ml

(ri
l − MCRi)∑

i∈Ul
wi

= σ1 +
∑

i∈Ml
[σ1 · wi − (ri

l − MCRi)]∑
i∈Ul

wi

≤ σ1.

The last inequality follows from (C.4) fort ≥ t1.5RT T
1 . By (C.1),ϕl ≥ σ1 for every linkl ∈ L1 for t ≥ t1,

we must haveϕl = σ1 for t ≥ t1.5RT T
1 .

Case C.2.If all connections are marked, then

ϕl =
Cl −∑

i∈Sl
r i
l∑

i∈Sl
wi

+ max
i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

= σ1 ·∑i∈Sl
wi +∑

i∈Sl
MCRi −∑

i∈Sl
r i
l∑

i∈Sl
wi

+ max
i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

=
∑

i∈Sl
[σ1 · wi − (ri

l − MCRi)]∑
i∈Sl

wi

+ max
i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

≤ max
i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

.

The last inequality follows from (C.4) fort ≥ t1.5RT T
1 . Since all connections are marked,ϕl ≥ maxi∈Sl

((ri
l −

MCRi)/wi). Thus, we must haveϕl = maxi∈Sl
((ri

l −MCRi)/wi) and
∑

i∈Sl
[σ1 ·wi −(ri

l −MCRi)] = 0.
But by (C.1),ri

l − MCRi ≥ σ1 · wi for connectionsi ∈ S1 at t ≥ t1.5RT T
1 . Therefore, we must have

ri
l − MCRi = σ1 · wi or (ri

l − MCRi)/wi = σ1 for i ∈ S1, and
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ϕl = max
i∈Sl

r i
l − MCRi

wi

= max
i∈Sl

σ1 = σ1

for connectionsi ∈ S1 at t ≥ t1.5RT T
1 .

Combining Cases C.1 and C.2 above, statement 1.1 of Lemma 4 holds fort ≥ t1.5RT T
1 .

Note thati ∈ S1 traverses at least one linkl ∈ L1. By (C.5) and statement 1.1 of this lemma, any RM cell
that left the destination aftert1.5RT T

1 returns to the source with the ER field set toσ1 ·wi + MCRi , i ∈ S1.
Denote the time of the return of this feedback RM cell to the source byt2RT T

1 . This shows that statement
1.2 of the lemma is true fort ≥ t2RT T

1 . It then follows that fort ≥ t2RT T
1 , the ACR at the source is set to

σ1 · wi + MCRi , i ∈ S1, which is statement 1.3 of the lemma.
Let t2.5RT T

1 be the time of an RM cell arriving at its destination after leaving the source aftert2RT T
1 .

Then by the operation of the algorithm, every connectioni ∈ S1 will be marked withbi
l = 1 at every

link it traverses and will remain marked ever after as long as the set of connections remain unchanged for
t ≥ t2.5RT T

1 . Thus statement 1.4 of Lemma 4 also holds.
So far we have proved that statements (i)(a)–(d) of Lemma 4 hold fort ≥ t2.5RT T

1 .
To see that statement 1.5 of Lemma 4 is true, consider that the first RM cell of connectionj ∈ (S−S1)

leaves the source after timet1. When this RM cell returns to the source at some timetRT T
1 ≥ t1, the ER

field is set to

ER := max{min{PCRj , min
l traversed byj

(ϕl · wj + MCRj )}, MCRj }.

Since (1)(PCRj − MCRj )/wj > σ1 for j ∈ (S − S1), i.e. PCRj > σ1 · wj + MCRj ; and (2)ϕl > σ1

for everyl ∈ (L− L1), we have that fort ≥ tRT T
1 ,

ER > σ1 · wj + MCRj for j ∈ (S − S1).

Now using similar arguments as above for the proofs of (C.3) and (C.4), and taking (C.2) into account,
it can be shown that statements 1.5–1.7 hold fort ≥ t1.5RT T

1 .
Let T1 = t2.5RT T

1 and all statements of Lemma 4(1.1–1.7) are proved.
2. In this case, by Lemma 3(2), there exists at1 ≥ 0 such that fort ≥ t1,

ϕl > σ1 for everyl ∈ L. (C.6)

Therefore, statement 2.1 of Lemma 4 is true fort ≥ t1. To see that statements 2.2–2.4 of Lemma 4
hold, consider the first RM cell of connectioni ∈ S1 leaves the source after timet1. When this RM cell
returns to the source at some timetRT T

1 ≥ t1, the ER field is set to

ER := max{min{PCRi , min
l traversed byi

(ϕl · wi + MCRi)}, MCRi}.

By (C.6),ϕl > σ1 = (PCRi − MCRi)/wi for i ∈ S1, we have fort ≥ tRT T
1 ,

ER = PCRi for i ∈ S1. (C.7)

Note that any feedback RM cell arriving at the source after timetRT T
1 corresponds to a forward RM

cell which left the source after timet1. Apply the above arguments toany such returning RM cell of
connectioni ∈ S1 and note that (C.6) holds fort ≥ t1, we have that (C.7) is true fort ≥ tRT T

1 .
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At time tRT T
1 , the ACR at the source is set to ER and ACR(tRT T

1 ) = PCRi . Since (C.7) holds for
t ≥ tRT T

1 , we have that ACR at source satisfies ACR(t) = PCRi for t ≥ tRT T
1 .

Let t1.5RT T
1 denote the time when an RM cell arrives at its destination after it leaves the source after

time tRT T
1 . The recorded rate of connectioni ∈ S1 at every link on its way is set aftert1.5RT T

1 . It has
already been shown that every RM cell of connectioni ∈ S1 leaving the source has its CCR rate equal
to PCR for t ≥ tRT T

1 . Hence the recorded rateri
l satisfiesri

l = PCRi for t ≥ t1.5RT T
1 . In addition,

since(PCRi − MCRi)/wi = σ1 < ϕl for i ∈ S1 in this case, thebi
l bit at link l for connectioni ∈ S1

is marked to 1 fort ≥ t1.5RT T
1 . Thus, we have shown that statements 2.1–2.4 of Lemma 4 hold for

t ≥ t1.5RT T
1 .

Similarly, to see that statements 2.5–2.7 of Lemma 4 hold, consider the first RM cell of connection
j ∈ (S − S1) leaves the source after timet1. When this RM cell returns to the source at some time
tRT T
1 ≥ t1, the ER field is set to

ER := max{min{PCRj , min
l traversed byj

(ϕl · wj + MCRj )}, MCRj }.

Since (1)(PCRj − MCRj )/wj > σ1 for j ∈ (S − S1), i.e. PCRj > σ1 · wj + MCRj ; and (2)ϕl > σ1

for everyl ∈ L, we have that fort ≥ tRT T
1 ,

ER > σ1 · wj + MCRj for j ∈ (S − S1). (C.8)

Using similar arguments for the proof of statements 2.3 and 2.4 of Lemma 4, together with (C.8) above,
we see that statement 2.6 holds fort ≥ tRT T

1 and statement 2.7 holds fort ≥ t1.5RT T
1 .

Let T1 = t1.5RT T
1 and Lemma 4 (2.1–2.7) is proved.

Remark C.1. We have just shown that it takes at most two and a half maximum round-trip time (RTT)
for every connection inS1 to reach its WPMM rate and is marked with this rate at all links along its
path.

Appendix D. Proof of Lemma 5

By the induction hypothesis, fort ≥ Ti , (1) every connectionp ∈ Sj , 1 ≤ j ≤ i has reached
its WPMM rateσj · wp + MCRp (in Lemma 4(1)) or PCRp (in Lemma 4(2)) and these rates do not
change as long as the set of connections in the network remain unchanged; and (2) every connection
p ∈ Sj , 1 ≤ j ≤ i is marked with its WPMM rateσj · wp + MCRp or PCRp along its traversing
links.

Consider a reduced network̂N with links L̂ = Li+1 ∪Li+2 ∪ · · · ∪LK , 7 connectionsŜ = S − (S1 ∪
· · · ∪ Si) = Si+1 ∪ · · · ∪ SK and link capacitieŝCl = Cl −∑

p∈(S1∪···∪Si ) traversing linklr
p

l , l ∈ L̂. Note that
it is legitimate to consider the reduced network because by the induction hypothesis every connection
in (S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Si) has reached its WPMM rate and is marked at all the traversing links along its path
with its WPMM rate fort ≥ Ti . Denoten̂l the number of connections traversing linkl in the reduced
networkN̂ .

7 Note thatL̂ = Li+1 ∪Li+2 ∪ · · · ∪LK may not be the same asL− (L1 ∪L2 ∪ · · · ∪Li ) since links inLi may be part ofLi+1.
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For the reduced network̂N (L̂, Ŝ, Ĉ), reapplying the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2, we have

ϕl ≥ Ĉl −∑
i∈Ŝl

MCRi∑
i∈Ŝl

wi

for everyl ∈ L̂.

Using similar arguments as for the proof of Lemma 3, it is straightforward to show that statements similar
to Lemma 3 hold for the reduced network. That is,
1. If σi+1 = (Ĉl − ∑

i∈Ŝl
MCRi)/

∑
i∈Ŝl

wi ≤ (PCRs − MCRs)/ws for s ∈ Si+1, i.e. connections
s ∈ Si+1 reach the WPMM-bottleneck link rate before their PCRs, then,

ϕl ≥ σi+1 for everyl ∈ Li+1, ϕl > σi+1 for everyl ∈ (L̂− Li+1).

2. If σi+1 = (PCRs − MCRs)/ws < (Ĉl − ∑
i∈Ŝl

MCRi)/
∑

i∈Ŝl
wi for s ∈ Si+1, i.e. connections

s ∈ Si+1 reach their PCRs before the WPMM-bottleneck link rate, then,

ϕl > σi+1 for everyl ∈ L̂.

Now repeat the proof of Lemma 4 for the reduced network, and we can show that all the statements of
Lemma 5 hold fori + 1.
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